IMPLEMENTING A WHISTLE
DEFENSE PROGRAM
Why Use A Whistle Defense Program?
With the crime that is prevalent throughout our cities, schools, and neighborhoods,
measures need to be taken to give citizens the power to defend themselves in a safe
way. Police can’t be around all the time, so communities need to work together to
support local law enforcement in combating crime.
Whistle defense programs are a highly effective method to reduce crime and suppress
opportunities for criminal behavior to take place. These programs not only communicate
to your community members that you care about their personal safety, but they also
heighten community awareness and empower people with a course of action when
faced with a situation that they feel is dangerous or threatening.
Safety & self-defense
Whistles are one of the safest forms of personal protection. They can be used to:
Deter and prevent crime
Audibly disarm or frighten away an attacker
Alert nearby authorities/alert others to call the police
Call for help if you are lost, sick, or injured
Signal first responders in the event of a natural disaster
In an emergency, shouts for help can be easily drowned out by surrounding noises and
can leave you hoarse and exhausted in a matter of minutes. But with a high-quality
whistle, you can make a significantly louder sound that travels further and immediately
grabs the attention of others, while using a fraction of the energy. Many criminals rely on
committing their acts without drawing attention to themselves, and therefore, simply
holding or blowing a whistle may deter them from carrying out their assault. Whistles for
Life™ whistles produce a loud 120-decibel sound (louder than a train horn) that allows it
to be heard over crowds, emergency sirens, and other ambient noises.
Safety programs rarely involve items such as chemical sprays, batons, and other nonlethal or lethal weapons largely because these products can be turned against you by an
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attacker. Whistles are self-defense devices that can’t be turned against you,
and they don’t rely on batteries, so they can be relied on and used endlessly.
Promotion
With customization, whistles can serve as valuable promotional and educational
tools for your safety initiative. Placing your logo or local safety information – such
the phone number for school security or local police, or the safety program website
address – on each whistle will help to increase brand awareness and provide quick
access to essential emergency details. Whistles can act as both an incentive and a reward
for taking part in your program or attending your event. Every time a recipient looks at
the whistle, they will be reminded of your organization, event, or message.
Customization allows you to advertise your brand or cause to every onlooker who sees
the whistle as well.
Whistles for Life™ offers custom branding options for our whistles. Our UV-resistant
dome label can be personalized with your custom logo or safety information and will
preserve and protect your custom design for years. Equipped with a key ring and
universal locking clip, our whistles can easily attach to accessible areas including
backpacks, jackets, and keychains, which also helps gain repeated exposure for your
brand, event, or safety program.

Program Rules
It is important to establish clear rules for your whistle defense program to ensure proper
usage of the whistles. Each person who receives a whistle needs to be aware of the rules
associated with the program and understand that they are to be taken seriously.
In any whistle defense program, the most important rule overall is: whistles should
only be blown in the event of an emergency. Once this rule is adopted, then everyone
on campus or in your community will recognize that the sound of a whistle means
someone needs help.
Below, we have provided a simple outline of the basic rules that may serve as the
foundation of your whistle defense program.
1. If you fear you are in trouble, feel threatened, or are being attacked:
a. Blow your whistle loudly
b. Try to run to a safe, well-lit area
c. Call the authorities
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2. If you see someone else in trouble:
a. Blow your whistle loudly
b. Call the authorities
c. Stay at a safe distance and do not intervene, your role is alert others that
there is an emergency taking place & notify the authorities
3. If you hear another whistle being blown:
a. Blow your whistle loudly
b. Continue to blow your whistle and try to identify the source of the first whistle
c. Call the authorities (use the nearest emergency phone station or your personal
phone)
Children
Children can greatly benefit from using whistles for protection. But if children are
involved in your whistle defense program, it is essential that you take the time to
carefully and thoroughly educate them on the program rules and appropriate whistle
usage. In a child’s eyes, a whistle looks like a fun toy to play with. However, the highquality safety whistles used in these programs are far from toys, and abuse of the
whistles can undermine the program’s success. Therefore, it is crucial that all children
know what it means to blow the whistle and fully understand the severity of that action.
Through proper education, children and young adults can learn to be responsible
owners of safety whistles.

Program Planning & Execution
If this is your first time implementing a whistle defense program within your campus or
community, it’s hard to know exactly what you need to plan for. That’s why we put
together a few guidelines and suggestions for program planning and execution for you
to consider.
1. Determine your program team, budget, and timeline for roll-out
First, assemble the team or committee that will be the main support system for the
program and will be held responsible for the implementation and promotion of this
program.
While budget planning, be sure to include not only enough to cover the cost of the
whistles, but also enough to cover the cost of the marketing efforts that you are planning
to employ to promote this safety program.
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Discuss and plan a rough timeline for how long you would like to spend to
sufficiently prepare the program and set a date for the official launch. This
timeline may be subject to change as you figure our more details but establishing
a timeline early on will help your team to stay on task and manage time effectively.
2. Select the whistle for your program
Whistle defense program are put in place to deal with serious issues such as personal
safety and crime prevention, and therefore, it is critical that your program utilizes a highquality whistle that recipients can rely on.
For more information on whistle evaluation factors, check out our blog on selecting a
safety whistle.
3. Set standards for whistle misuse
Occasionally, you can experience some resistance to the idea of implementing a whistle
defense program. The main concern usually centers around the fear of the inability to
control false alarms, that would ultimately detract from the overall efficacy of the
program.
However, there are some steps you can take upfront to counteract these fears. Potential
strategies you could apply include:
Upon receiving the whistles, encourage recipients to test out the whistle right
there. This helps to satisfy their curiosity of what the whistle sounds like and what
it feels like to blow the whistle. It also shows them how loud the whistle actually is.
Require recipients to sign a form when they pick up their whistle that states the
recipient’s understanding of the whistle as a serious safety tool and their
agreement to abide by the directions for correct usage.
Impose a fine on violators who inappropriately use the whistle during a nonemergency situation.
4. Whistle distribution plan
Determine how you are going to deliver the whistles to community members.
The majority of successful whistle defense programs typically hand out the whistles for
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free, which encourages more widespread participation. Although, if free
distribution is not a viable option for your organization, you could consider the
option of selling the whistles at a variety of accessible locations (examples below).
There are a variety of potential locations and events at which you can hand out/sell
your whistles, including:
For colleges and universities:
Orientation or during the first week of school to incoming freshman & transfers
Dorms & residence halls
Greek organizations
Student center
Student counseling offices
Security offices
University book store
For local communities:
Night watch organizations
Public meetings/events/activities
Community centers
Local government offices
You can also plan your own events to promote your new program and distribute
whistles. At the least, it is a good idea to hold a kick-off event to jumpstart your program,
which can help to supply the initial sizable quantity of whistles to the community and
gain additional exposure for your program.
In addition, you need to decide whether anything will accompany the whistle upon
delivery. Whistles can be handed out individually or can be paired with supporting items
such as an informational handout, a lanyard, or a key chain (if the whistles don’t already
come with one). It can be beneficial to distribute the whistles with a handout or
pamphlet because it provides recipients with a hard-copy summary of the program
purpose and proper whistle usage instructions right off the bat.
5. Program promotion
Overall, your main objective should be to have everyone in the community not only be
aware of the program but is educated on what the program entails and how they can
participate. You should aim to have those who aren’t actively participating in the
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program yet to know what the sound of a whistle means and how they
should react to it.
Potential promotional channels:
Physical marketing collateral – mailers, posters, handouts, pamphlets, flyers, etc.
Online blogs, press releases, or articles
Dedicated page on your organization’s website (or its own website)
Newspaper ads or articles
Local media outlets
Hold meetings or events
Place stands in highly-trafficked areas
Email campaigns
Social media accounts
Planned events
6. Get everyone involved
Safety programs are more likely to succeed if everyone is invited to participate. Don’t
restrict or limit access to the program to specific groups. Whistles are a live-saving tool
that everyone can use and benefit from.
Drive participation by encouraging everyone to take an interest in the safety and wellbeing of their community. You can train volunteers to be public ambassadors who help
with public outreach and training, while also urging any program participants to share
the program with friends and family.
It can also be beneficial to team up with the local police force or campus safety officers
to reinforce the program. It is helpful to educate them about the program, so they’re
prepared if asked any questions, and so they understand their role in the program and
how to respond to the sound of a whistle. You can also ask them to come speak at your
promotional events to show their support and emphasize program benefits.
7. Extending the life of your program
Whistle defense programs have been proven to be effective, but they are ongoing
investments that take time to fully implement. Take measures to nurture and develop
your program, such as:
Continue to encourage participation every chance you get. Don’t stop until
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everyone in your community has a whistle.
Promote, promote, promote. Keep up your promotional efforts even
after the program has launched. A constant flow of promotions continues to
spread awareness, encourage participation, and acts as a reminder to current
participants.
Plan regular ongoing education and training events. This will help to keep the
program and its purpose top-of-mind and spread the message.
Never run out of whistles. Make sure that your distribution channels are always
stocked with enough whistles to hand out.
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